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THE PERFECT POSTER SERIES

Previous session: Library Resources – literature review wizardry, citation and 
copyright guidelines

Today includes:
• Selection of key material 

• Evidence-based principles of good design

• Decisions about text and images based on the above

Final session: Information Resources - technical and graphical tips, tricks, 
resources, formatting, and printing



INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN & POSTER PRESENTATIONS?

10,000 foot view of your research 
• You have seconds to grab readers’ attention, and

• Minutes to educate them on possibly months or years of your work.

Evidence-based design principles for posters
• Coherence Principle 

• Segmenting Principle 

• Multimedia Principle

• Contiguity Principle



Select the key material that conveys, at first glance: 

FITTING THE CAMEL THROUGH THE EYE OF A NEEDLE

WHAT DID YOU DO?
and

WHAT DID YOU FIND?



Long blocks of text should be split into smaller sections
• “Learners who received segmented presentation performed better on transfer test than the 

learners who received a continuous presentation with identical material.”

Takeaway: present material in “bite size” chunks. 

How to achieve it:
• Short sentences or phrases

• Section headings

THE SEGMENTING PRINCIPLE







THE COHERENCE PRINCIPLE

Extraneous words and images hurt learning, regardless of good intentions

• “Students who received [new information] without [extra, interesting details] performed better on 

transfer test than students who received [new information] with [extra, interesting details], 

generating about 34% more solutions on the transfer test, which translated to an effect size of .66.” 

• “Students… spent less time reading the relevant text, recalled less of the relevant text, and showed 

shallower processing on an essay task as compared to students who read the … passage without 

seductive details.” 

What happens if you don’t do it right?

• Readers focus on the wrong things

• Readers misinterpret the importance of the key pieces 

Even if it IS related, avoid

• Expansion on key ideas

• Too much technical depth

• Interesting or seductive detail



THE COHERENCE PRINCIPLE

Takeaway: Just the facts; roadmap to your research

How achieve it
• Stop detail at key ideas

• Ensure graphics are directly related to key ideas, but NOT redundant
• Refer to graphics using the same terminology as used in the graphic







PUTTING PRINCIPLES INTO PRACTICE

Use headings wisely to employ segmenting
• Introduction

• Goals, outcomes, objectives

• Methods, procedures, materials

• Results, findings
• Discussion, conclusion, takeaways

• Acknowledgements, references



INTRODUCTION

NOT an abstract; sets the context

Coherence
• 1–2 short paragraphs; total of 5–8 sentences

• Provide context–why does it matter, and to whom? 
• Provide evidence for the problem

• State the need for a solution

KEY MATERIAL

INTRODUCTION 
or 

BACKGROUND

GOALS and 
OUTCOMES

METHODS or 
PROCEDURES

RESULTS

DISCUSSION or 
CONCLUSIONS

THANKS and 
REFERENCES



INTRODUCTION EXAMPLES
PROBLEM
Emergency treatment for anaphylaxis with the use of epinephrine injector 

systems was identified as a new curricular need at the University of North 

Dakota School of Medicine and Health Sciences. Incorporating new 

instructional objectives to a medical curriculum is is a frequent activity but is 

often challenging because of scheduling and time constraints.
(1)  

Typical 

solutions “make room” in the curriculum for new lectures, yet not all learning 

outcomes are rarely analyzed to determine whether synchronous instruction is 

required (as with attitudes and motor skills do, for example)
(2)

or not (as with 

intellectual skills, which usually do not), resulting in inefficient use of student 

and faculty time. 
(3)

SOLUTION
Rather than creating a new lecture, the instructional design team advocated 

for asynchronous e-learning. Because motor skills can only be approximated 

in eLearning simulations, the module is supplemented with final motor skills 

assessment during objective structured clinical examinations (OSCE). If 

students successfully demonstrate the motor skills involved in administering 

an epinephrine auto-injector, future iterations may not require testing during 

OSCE, thus saving additional time. Most students can complete the module in 

30 minutes; the OSCE is anticipated to take less than one minute.

INTRODUCTION
Emergency treatment for anaphylaxis with the use of epinephrine injector 

systems was identified as a new curricular need at the University of North 

Dakota School of Medicine and Health Sciences. Incorporating new 

instructional objectives to a medical curriculum is is a frequent activity but is 

often challenging because of scheduling and time constraints.
(1)  

Typical 

solutions “make room” in the curriculum for new lectures, yet not all learning 

outcomes are rarely analyzed to determine whether synchronous instruction is 

required (as with attitudes and motor skills do, for example)
(2)

or not (as with 

intellectual skills, which usually do not), resulting in inefficient use of student 

and faculty time. 
(3) 

Instructional analysis revealed that most required skills 

could be taught asynchronously. Incorporating new instructional objectives to 

a medical curriculum is essential but often challenging because of scheduling 

and time constraints.(1) Typical solutions “make room” in the curriculum for 

new lectures, yet not all learning outcomes require synchronous instruction
(2) 

(e.g., attitudes and motor skills do; intellectual skills do not).
(3)

Asynchronous 

e-learning can deliver new curriculum while minimizing disruption, yet 

aligning outcomes with asynchronous modalities requires skill, as does the 

design, development, and evaluation of e-learning itself. Instructional design 

can help with these challenges.(4) Emergency treatment for anaphylaxis with 

the use of epinephrine injector systems (“EpiPens”) was identified as a new 

curricular need at the University of North Dakota School of Medicine and 

Health Sciences. Rather than creating a new lecture, the instructional design 

team advocated for asynchronous e-learning designed using the ADDIE 

framework.
5

.



GOALS AND OUTCOMES

One of the first places readers will look! 

Coherence:

• State the goals, objectives, intended outcomes, or hypotheses

• Use phrases, not sentences

• Use bullets, not phrases

• Key ideas, not substitutes for paragraphs

• Third level indent is off limits!

• Why? It is too hard to read AND is likely extraneous

KEY MATERIAL

INTRODUCTION 
or 

BACKGROUND

GOALS and 
OUTCOMES

METHODS or 
PROCEDURES

RESULTS

DISCUSSION or 
CONCLUSIONS

THANKS and 
REFERENCES



GOALS AND OUTCOMES EXAMPLES

OBJECTIVES
This module addresses four terminal objectives and fifteen enabling objectives, each
aligned with appropriate strategies and the events of instruction through the use of cases,
examples, interactive practice, and assessment. The first objective was: Given simulated
patients with and without anaphylactic shock, the learner will be able to classify cases of
anaphylactic shock or not anaphylactic shock by labeling or selecting cases with 100%
accuracy. Seven enabling objectives support identification and classification of the signs
and symptoms of anaphylaxis versus similar conditions. These include cutaneous,
respiratory, gastrointestinal, neurological, and cardiovascular distress. The second
objective was: Given a real or simulated patient, the learner will be able to demonstrate
asking pertinent questions to determine whether a person may be in anaphylactic shock
by selecting or asking questions and doing so in the correct order with 100% accuracy.
Two enabling objectives support discrimination between the ability of the patient to
speak and which questions are necessary to ask. The next one we developed was: Given
a real or simulated patient, the learner will be able to demonstrate asking pertinent
questions to determine whether a person may be in anaphylactic shock by selecting or
asking questions and doing so in the correct order with 100% accuracy. Two enabling
objectives support discrimination between the ability of the patient to speak and which
questions are necessary to ask. Objective #4 addressed treatment: Given a real or
simulated patient, the learner will be able to apply knowledge of anaphylaxis symptoms
and progression in order to begin appropriate, immediate treatment of the patient with
100% accuracy. Two enabling objectives support the identification and description of
the progression of anaphylactic shock, including the timeframe from start to finish. And
lastly, number 5: Given a real or simulated EpiPen, the learner will be able to
demonstrate appropriate handling, pin removal, positioning, and execution for the
treatment of anaphylaxis with 100% accuracy. Six enabling objectives support the
demonstration of epinephrine injector system use, including appropriate grip,
identification and manipulation of key components, and administration to the patient

OBJECTIVES:
1. Classify cases of anaphylactic shock or not anaphylactic shock. 

2. Demonstrate asking pertinent questions to determine whether a person may be 
in anaphylactic shock.

3. Apply knowledge of anaphylaxis symptoms and progression in order to begin 
appropriate, immediate treatment of the patient.

4. Demonstrate appropriate handling, pin removal, positioning, and execution for 
the treatment of anaphylaxis.



METHODS OR PROCEDURES

5,000 foot view of your study
• Journals: reader should be able to replicate your study
• Posters: reader should grasp the outline of what you did

Segmenting
• Second-level subheadings

• Participants
• Materials/instruments
• Procedures
• Analysis 
• You don’t need every detail (interested parties will ask!)

A relevant graphic
• Chart of participants; image or table of instrument

KEY MATERIAL

INTRODUCTION 
or 

BACKGROUND

GOALS and 
OUTCOMES

METHODS or 
PROCEDURES

RESULTS

DISCUSSION or 
CONCLUSIONS

THANKS and 
REFERENCES







RESULTS

Also one of the first places readers will look!

Segmenting
• Subheadings

• Hypotheses
• Bulleted findings per hypothesis (interested readers will ask for more)

Include the most important charts, tables, or graphs
• 1–4 total
• Choose wisely! 

• Should illustrate and extend bulleted findings
• Should each illustrate a different point, finding, etc.

KEY MATERIAL

INTRODUCTION 
or 

BACKGROUND

GOALS and 
OUTCOMES

METHODS or 
PROCEDURES

RESULTS

DISCUSSION or 
CONCLUSIONS

THANKS and 
REFERENCES







DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, TAKEAWAYS

Coherence
• 1–2 short paragraphs; 5–8 sentences

• Be self-referential to other sections of the poster

More typically prose than bullets

Clear interpretation of findings (do NOT repeat)

What findings mean to the field

Next steps for you/reader to extend the work

KEY MATERIAL

INTRODUCTION 
or 

BACKGROUND

GOALS and 
OUTCOMES

METHODS or 
PROCEDURES

RESULTS

DISCUSSION or 
CONCLUSIONS

THANKS and 
REFERENCES



GRATITUDE, FUNDING, AND REFERENCES

Usually placed toward the bottom
• This section does not need to grab attention

Thank sponsors and others involved
• Organizations, businesses, schools, participants, and other entities for their 

assistance (preserve privacy as required)

Cite any images or literature used

Segmenting and coherence are less of a concern here

KEY MATERIAL

INTRODUCTION 
or 

BACKGROUND

GOALS and 
OUTCOMES

METHODS or 
PROCEDURES

RESULTS

DISCUSSION or 
CONCLUSIONS

THANKS and 
REFERENCES



LAYOUT AND READABILITY

Talked about:
• How much content to include 

• Coherence Principle

• How to concisely present content
• Segmenting Principle

• Which content to include

Now, what is the best way to lay it out? 
• Multimedia Principle

• Contiguity Principle

• Flow and white space 



THE MULTIMEDIA PRINCIPLE
(& REVISITING THE COHERENCE PRINCIPLE)

People learn better from words and pictures than from words alone

• Across 11 different studies, all students who received words and pictures performance better 

on a subsequent transfer test than students who received the same information in words alone 

(55 to 121 MORE correct solutions to a problem).

HOWEVER, pictures and words must be directly related (coherence principle)

• Avoid decorative, but irrelevant graphics and crazy colors (seductive details)

• Also omit overly-detailed charts

• Ensure words on chart refer clearly to chart elements

• Ensure text uses same terminology as graphic



THE MULTIMEDIA PRINCIPLE
(& REVISITING THE COHERENCE PRINCIPLE)

Takeaway: Include graphics, but choose wisely!

How to achieve it: 
• Photograph of research taking place, key equipment, etc.

• Diagrams, formulas, equations, or proof
• Tables and charts that clearly represent the study results 







THE CONTIGUITY PRINCIPLE

Words and relevant graphics (photos, tables, charts) need to go together

• Extraneous processing: using cognitive processing for things unrelated to learning the content 

• Learners were given illustrated texts divided into two types. One group received materials 

with text integrated into each part of the illustration it described. The other group was given 

materials with text separated from the illustrations, placed below them in captions. Across five 

of these studies, “the integrated group produced between 43 and 89 percent more solutions 

than the separated group. The median gain … was 68 percent for an effect size of 1.12.”



THE CONTIGUITY PRINCIPLE

Takeaway: Put pictures and their corresponding words together

How to achieve it: 
• Place graphics contiguous with text that refers to them

• Avoid an “images” section of the poster
• Label the key information in graphics 

(use arrows, circles, text…) 

The addition of a red box draws the viewer to the 
important element of the image. 







FLOW: HOW PEOPLE READ

Consider your audience:
• Western reading pattern – normally left to right, top to bottom 

• Presenting internationally? Norms may be different

Poster orientation matters, too 
• Vertical: Usually top down, two columns

• Horizontal: Could create three or four columns;
usually left to right top, then left to right bottom

Research shows…
• People read in an F pattern (skimming)

• Orient key materials to be noticed first!  

1 4

2 5

3 6

1 2 3

4 5 6

1     3 5     7

2     4 6     8



FLOW: HOW PEOPLE READ

Where should you put your most important information?

1 4

2 5

3 6

1 2       3

4 5 6



LAYOUT EXAMPLES

Vertical, two columns Horizontal, 3 columns

Make it fit your work 
(but be mindful of 
design principles)



WHITE SPACE

Use consistent white* space 
• Between sections

• Between headings and text

• Between images and text

Print an 8 ½ x 11” version of your poster, then 
step back 

• Does it look good from a distance? 
• This is how it will look when readers are approaching

*White space does not have to be white!



EDIT, EDIT, EDIT!

Edit profusely
• Section headings as well as body text
• Formatting of references (cite your work!)
• Accuracy of dates, addresses, honorifics, and spelling of names
• Incorrect or inconsistent punctuation, especially in bulleted lists and chart legends

Have someone else edit
• Someone who is NOT one of the authors or a PI
• Colleague with some distance from the subject, friend or family member

Print out a draft at a readable size (might need to span two pages) and edit again



ACTIVITY

You’re at a conference, strolling the poster session
• What’s good?

• What’s not so good?

Use the rating sheet to grade the DESIGN of the posters.
• You should not need to be an expert in the content of the posters!

About 3 minutes per poster, then discuss











TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Session 3: April 2, 2019

Know before you begin: 

• Conference requirements for poster size, orientation (vertical or horizontal?)

• Does the conference require and provide a specific template, logos, or color scheme?

• SMHS has templates:  

https://med.und.edu/information-resources/branding-and-templates.html

Basics:

• Important text readable from 10 feet away

• Total word count under 1000 words

• Common, professional fonts and coloring

MINIMUM FONT SIZES:
ü Heading text: 36 pt
ü Body text: 24 pt
ü Table and chart labels 

references, and other 
minor text: 14 pt



CONCLUSION

GOOD POSTER DESIGN NEEDS IMPROVEMENT

Flows in a readable way, following expected format 
for conference, field, and country

Hard to determine where to look; Does not follow a 
logical or expected format

Large, clear text concisely stating the important points Small, overly detailed text (such as paragraphs copied 
directly from the research article) 

A few purposefully chosen, easy-to-understand 
multimedia placed with relevant text
No irrelevant images/clip art

Images placed away from relevant text, or too detailed 
for the format of the session
Irrelevant images and ”seductive details” 

Professional, consistent fonts and consistent, well-
contrasted coloring throughout

Several different fonts; “funky” fonts; clashing or 
poorly contrasting colors 

Makes use of consistent, defined white space for all 
components

Components are not consistently spaced; white space 
is bigger, smaller, or nonexistent in some areas

No typos Contains typos, errors
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